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a b s t r a c t
We present several algorithms for computing a feasible toolpath of certain characteristics
for sculpting a given surface using a 5-axis numerically controlled (NC)machine. A toolpath
specifies the orientations of a cutting tool at each point of a path taken by the tool. When
a single toolpath does not exist, we find the minimum number of toolpaths needed by the
cutting tool. Previous algorithms are all heuristics with no quality guarantee of a solution
and with no analysis of the running time. We obtain optimal solutions and provide time
analysis for all our algorithms. We model the problem using a directed, layered graph
G (representing the sculpting constraints) such that a feasible toolpath corresponds to a
certain path in G. We give efficient methods for several path problems in such graphs (e.g.,
finding a path in an unweighted or vertex-weighted version of G, computing the minimum
number of paths whose union spans all the layers of an edge-weighted G, etc).
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the feasible toolpath problem in surface manufacturing using 5-axis numerically controlled (NC)
machines. Given a surface F and an already specified sculpting path C for a machining tool, we develop new methods for
finding feasible toolpaths of certain characteristics. A feasible toolpath is a sequence of feasible tool orientations (angles) at
the points on C that allow sculpting of F without collision with the surface or with the machine and obey a given limit
(the angular change constraint) on the angular changes in the orientations between consecutive points on C. The feasible
toolpath problemaddresses a key difficulty in programming 5-axis NCmachineswhose cutter can readily change orientation
but the angle change is limited.
Depending on the number of degrees of freedom (movement), NC machines are classified as 3-, 4-, or 5-axis [9]. While
the movement of a 3- or 4-axis machine tool is limited, a 5-axis machine can readily tilt to change its angle with respect to
the work-table. The newer, 5-axis machines offer themaximum precision and flexibility, but programming their movement
is very challenging. For decades, before the introduction of 5-axis machines, research was focused on programming 3- and
4-axis machines. Due to the physical constraints of the machines and the complexity of the surfaces, most objects cannot
be fabricated using a single ‘‘setup’’—after sculpting a part of the surface that is accessible to the tool at a given setup, the
machinedmaterial or the toolmust be repositioned to continue the fabrication. At a given setup, the sculpting proceeds along
a sculpting path, i.e., a sequence C of consecutive contact points along which the tool is scheduled to sculpt the surface. For
3- and 4-axis machines, the main programming objectives are to find the minimum number of setups (since any break in
the cutting process prolongs the time needed to complete the sculpting) and to find sculpting paths that allow sculpting of
the surface (avoid physical obstacles created by the surface or by the body of the machine). While these objectives are still
valid for programming 5-axis machines, they are not sufficient. The algorithms developed for 3- and 4-axis machines, and
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adopted for 5-axis machines, often produce toolpaths that cannot be implemented on real 5-axis machines: those toolpaths
may include rapid and large changes in the tool’s orientations between consecutive contact points that are impossible to
achieve in practice due to the physical limits of 5-axis machines. Thus, finding feasible toolpaths for 5-axis machines has
become one of the most important problems in NC machine programming, which we address in this paper.
For the accuracy of the sculpting process, when a flat-end tool is used, it is desirable that the tool accesses the surface F
at the best possible angle [5,19,26]. The best possible angle for sculpting F at a point p is one when the tool’s orientation at p
(specified by a vector) is as close as possible to the vector normal to F at p. The greater the angle between the two vectors,
the greater the cusp height (i.e., the height of the unwanted material left on the surface after sculpting). To minimize the
unwanted material, this angle should be minimized. A feasible toolpath satisfying this additional requirement will be called
amaximum accuracy feasible toolpath.
When there does not exist a single feasible toolpath for a given sculpting path, the sculpting process must be interrupted
and the tool repositioned. In general, sculpting F often requires several interruptions to reposition the tool or the material
on the work-table. In practice, each such repositioning is very time-consuming and, furthermore, repositioning thematerial
may introduce calibration errors. Thus, minimizing the number of interruptions is very important. The ‘‘global’’ problem of
minimizing the number of setups of the material on the work-table (equivalent to computing a minimum size partition of
F into pieces that are accessible to the tool at one setup) is NP-hard [10] and has been studied extensively [9,17,24]. A few
algorithms [9,17,23,24] for approximating an optimal solution were given and, in particular, the optimal surface partitioning
problem, when k = 2 setups are used, was examined [5,23]. For the feasible toolpath problem, when a single feasible
toolpath for the given sculpting path does not exist, to minimize the number of breaks in the sculpting process, one seeks
the minimum number of toolpaths whose union covers the whole sculpting path.
The problem of finding feasible toolpaths for 5-axis machines has been considered by many researchers [2,11,12,18,19,
21,25,26]. A common approach is based on various ‘‘toolpath smoothing’’ techniques [2,11,12,18,19,21] that aim to reduce
the angular changes of an already computed toolpath. Ho et al. [18] used a quaternion interpolation algorithm. Jun et al.
[19] utilized a configuration space that includes tool orientation angles. Morishige et al. [21] applied a configuration space
to find two (forward and backward) toolpaths and pick the one with smaller angular changes. A main drawback of the
smoothing techniques is that even though changes in tool orientations are made less abrupt, the resulting toolpaths may
still be infeasible—these techniques do not guarantee that the angular changes respect themachine limits. Another method,
by Wang and Tang [25,26], uses visibility and feasibility maps to find toolpaths that obey the angular change constraint
[25], and uses iso-conic partitioning to find themaximum accuracy feasible toolpaths [26]. All of the existing techniques are
heuristics that do not guarantee a feasible solution. Furthermore, the authors provide no analysis of the running times of
their algorithms. On the other hand, our algorithms ensure optimal solutions and we provide the time complexity of all our
methods.
To facilitate computerized treatment of surfaces, a discretized approximation representation, called free-form surfaces, is
commonly used in practice. Most often a free-form surface is defined by a finite set of points on the surface and the vectors
normal to the surface at those points. A configuration space captures the possible tool positions on the surface; it specifies the
positions that allow the tool to sculpt the surface without collision with the surface or with the body of the machine. Due to
the complex shapes of the tools, the machines, and the surfaces, analytical computation of toolpaths is nearly impossible. In
most computations, discrete configuration spaces, or called discrete visibility maps, are instead used [2,17,19,25,26]. Such a
discrete representation of possible tool configurations also helps to speed up the computation. In addition, it offers flexibility
with respect to the physical precision of the tools by adjusting the granularity of the discrete division of the configuration
space domain (e.g., into certain grid structures).
Inspired by Wang and Tang’s work [25], we also utilize visibility maps (i.e., the sets of allowed tool orientations for all
contact points on the specified sculpting pathC) to find feasible toolpaths. But, ourmethods for computing feasible toolpaths
are quite different. Similarly to the previous studies [2,19,21,25,26], our visibility maps are represented as discrete grids,
but we use their geometric and graph models to solve the problems. While the techniques in [25,26] are heuristics with
no quality guarantee of solutions and no analysis of the running time, we ensure optimal solutions and analyze the time
complexity for all our algorithms. Our main results are as follows.
– An O(nk) time algorithm for finding a feasible toolpath, where n is the number of specified contact points on the path C
and k is the size of the visibility map for each contact point on C.
– AnO(nk) time algorithm for finding amaximumaccuracy toolpath, if single such toolpath exists, and if a singlemaximum
accuracy toolpath does not exist, we give an O(ln2 + n2k) time algorithm for finding the minimum number of toolpaths
whose union covers C, where l is the minimum number of paths used, with 1 < l ≤ n.
We use a graph model to capture problem constraints and the optimization criteria. Our graph G = (V , E) is layered,
directed, and acyclic. The size of the graphdepends on thenumber of contact points on the sculpting pathC and the size of the
visibility map (i.e., the discrete grid of possible tool orientations) for each contact point on C. Suppose C has n contact points
and each visibilitymap is of size k; then |V | = O(nk) and |E| = O(nk2). The feasible toolpaths (for the various versions of the
problem) correspond to certain (shortest) paths between the first and last layer of the graph. To solve the toolpath problem
variants, we present several efficient path algorithms on such layered graphs. Inmost cases, we significantly reduce the time
bounds for computing various paths over the standard path algorithms.We use the graph only as a conceptual model and do
not actually build it. Instead, we exploit geometric structures of the graph and utilize a number of interesting geometric and
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Fig. 1. Examples of Gaussian images of surfaces and a 2-D example of visibility maps. (a) The Gaussian image of a cylinder is a great circle on the unit sphere
S2; all points on a vertical segment L on the surface of a cylinder map to a single point p of the Gaussian image. (b) The Gaussian image of a cube is the set
of six points on the unit sphere S2 that represent the normal directions of the faces of the cube; all points of a face map to a single point on S2 . (c) A 2-D
view of a surface with points x1 and x2 and their ranges of visibility (u1,w1) and (u2,w2), respectively. (d) The point p is the (2-D) spherical image of both
x1 and x2 . The arc (u1, w1) is the visibility map of x1 , and the arc (u2, w2) is the visibility map of x2 . Thus,A({x,x2}) is the arc (u2, w1).
graph techniques for much faster solutions. Our methods could find applications to other problems with similar geometric
or graph structures.
To solve the simplest, feasible toolpath problem, we first define the conditions for existence of a desirable path in the
undirected graph and then use the geometric structure underlying the graph and a careful discrete sweeping method on
each layer of G to build a ‘‘feasible path tree’’. Our method avoids repeated examination of the same graph vertices, thus
significantly reduces the time requirement. The algorithm uses a path finding method similar to a breadth-first search on
an undirected, unweighted, layered graph G. The path connects a vertex on the first layer of G with a vertex on the last
layer of G. In the worst case, our algorithm takes only O(|V |) time, where |V | is the number of vertices of the graph, while a
standard path algorithm takes O(|V | + |E|) time. When a single path between the first and the last layer of G does not exist,
our algorithm finds the minimum number of paths whose union forms the required path in O(|V |) time, matching the time
complexity of a single path computation.
The addition of vertex-weights (in the graph model) for finding a maximum accuracy toolpath changes the algorithm
significantly—the feasible path tree must be a tree containing shortest paths. Interestingly, this additional requirement does
not increase the time complexity over the ‘‘unweighted graph’’ version. To select the vertices for the shortest paths, we give
a simple, linear time pre-processing, constant time query algorithm for a two-dimensional range minimum query (RMQ)
problem with a fixed range size. The time complexity of our RMQ algorithm matches that of existing methods [14,28], but
our algorithm is much simpler and much easier to implement.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some needed notation, provide the problem statements, and describe geometric and graph
models used for solving the toolpath problems.
2.1. Spherical representation and visibility maps
A free-form surfaceF is a surface that describes the shape of amanufactured product or a component (e.g., a body of a car
or a part of an engine) using a discrete representation. Unlike other commonly used surface representations (e.g., describing
a surface using mathematical equations), a free-form surface is defined, for example, by a finite set of points on the surface
and the unit vectors normal to the surface at those points. In this paper, we assume that a surface F in R3 is a free-form
surface such that F = (X,N), where X = {x1, . . . , xf } is a set of points on F and N = {n1, . . . , nf } is the set of unit vectors
normal to F at the points of X .
A convenient representation of a surfaceF for solving many NCmachining problems is a spherical representation ofF . A
spherical representation XS of a surfaceF inR3, also called theGaussian image ofF , is the image of aGaussianmap thatmaps
all unit vectors in N normal to F to points on a unit sphere S2 in R3. We define the Gaussian image XS of F as follows [23].
Definition 1. Given a free-form surface F = (X,N), where X = {x1, x2, . . .} is a set of points on F and N = {n1, n2, . . .} is
the set of unit vectors normal to F at the points of X , the Gaussian image of F is the set of points, XS = {p1, p2, . . . }, on a
unit sphere S2 centered at the origin in R3 that are at the heads of the unit vectors, NS = {p1, p2, . . .}, starting at the origin
and corresponding to the vectors in N (i.e., the direction of a vector pi ∈ NS is the same as that of the vector ni ∈ N).
For example, the Gaussian image of any sphere is the entire unit sphere S2, the Gaussian image of a cylinder is a great
circle of S2, and the Gaussian image of a cube is a set of six points on S2 representing the directions of the cube’s six faces (see
Fig. 1(a)–(b)). Gan et al. [15] gave an excellent characterization of the Gaussian map and its applications in manufacturing.
The advantage of using a spherical representation of F , rather than F itself, is that vectors normal to F can be
represented in a concise manner by points on a unit sphere S2 centered at the origin in R3. Moreover, a set of directions
along which a point x onF can be accessed by an NC-machining tool can also be represented by a set of points on S2. Such a
set is called an visibility map [27] of the point x. A point x onF is visible along a direction vx if a ray starting at x and extending
away from F in the direction of vx does not intersect the surface except at x. For example, a point x on a sphere is visible
along any direction within a 90 degree angle of its normal vector. Such ‘‘visibility’’ of x assures no local interferencewith the
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surface, but it does not take into account the possibility of interference betweenF and the NCmachine accessing x along vx.
Clearly, finding only local visibility directions for the points onF may not be sufficient for sculptingF using an NCmachine.
Thus, a point x on F is globally visible (or accessible by an NC machine) along a direction vx if x is (locally) visible along vx
and the NC machine accessing x along vx does not intersect F except at x. Formally, for any point x on F , the visibility map
[10,15] of x is defined as follows.
Definition 2. The visibility map of a point x ∈ X on a free-form surface F = (X,N) is the setA(x) = {v1, v2, . . .} of points
on the unit sphere S2 corresponding to the directions {v1, v2, . . .} along each of which x is globally visible. The visibility map
of a point set B,A(B), is the intersection of the visibility maps of all points in B, i.e.,A(B) =x∈BA(x).
A 2-D examples of visibility maps are given in Fig. 1(c)–(d). In general, the visibility map of a point x ∈ F is a spherical
polygonal region on S2, possibly non-convex,with holes, or evendisconnected. Formore details of visibilitymaps for surfaces
used in manufacturing applications and their computation, see [10,15,25].
2.2. The problem statements
We are concerned with finding feasible orientations of a cutting tool, given an already specified path of the tool and
the visibility maps for all the points on the path. We assume that the tool’s path is given as a piecewise-linear contact curve
C = (c1, . . . , cn), where ci ∈ X for i = 1, . . . , n; i.e.,C consists of a sequence of contact points onwhich the tool is scheduled
to contact (sculpt) F . We also assume that for each point ci ∈ C we are given its visibility mapA(ci) ⊂ S2 (A(ci) ≠ ∅). The
setA = {A(c1), . . . ,A(cn)} is the set of all the visibility maps.
Using spherical coordinates, a point p ∈ R3 can be represented uniquely by a triple v = (r, α, β), where r ≥ 0 is the
length of v (the distance between p and the origin), α ∈ [0, π] is the inclination of v, and β ∈ [0, 2π ] is the azimuth. Since
visibility maps are on S2, any point v0 ∈ A(ci) has a length 1 and can be uniquely represented by a pair of angles (α0, β0),
with α0 ∈ [0, π], β0 ∈ [0, 2π ].
Due to the physical limitations of NC machines, the difference in the tool’s orientations for any two consecutive points
cj−1, cj ∈ C cannot exceed a machine-specific limit. Let αmax and βmax define this maximum angle difference. If vj−1 =
(αj−1, βj−1) and vj = (αj, βj) correspond to the feasible sculpting directions vj−1 and vj for cj−1 and cj respectively, then
they must satisfy |αj − αj−1| ≤ αmax and |βj − βj−1| ≤ βmax. Without loss of generality, we assume that αmax = βmax = θ .
The feasible toolpath problem is defined as follows.
Feasible Toolpath (FT) Problem. Given a free-form surface F = (X,N), a contact curve C = (c1, . . . , cn) on F , the set of
nonempty visibility mapsA = {A(c1), . . . ,A(cn)}, and a machine-specific real value θ corresponding to the maximum allowed
change of the tool’s orientations between any two consecutive contact points, determine a feasible toolpath T = (v∗1 , . . . , v∗n )
(a sequence of tool orientations), where v∗i is a tool orientation at ci, for i = 1, . . . , n, such that
1. T satisfies the accessibility constraint (it is free of local and global interferences), i.e., v∗i ∈ A(ci) for all i = 1, . . . , n, and
2. T satisfies the angular change constraint, i.e., if v∗j−1 = (α∗j−1, β∗j−1) and v∗j = (α∗j , β∗j ) correspond to the feasible sculpting
directions v∗j−1 and v
∗
j for cj−1 and cj respectively, then |α∗j − α∗j−1| ≤ θ and |β∗j − β∗j−1| ≤ θ , for every j = 2, . . . , n.
If a single feasible toolpath does not exist, then determine the minimum number of feasible toolpaths whose union covers C.
The maximum accuracy (MaxA) toolpath problem includes an additional optimization criterion: it seeks a feasible
toolpath that maximizes the accuracy of the sculpting by minimizing the sum of the differences between the tool’s
orientation and the vector normal to the surface at each contact point of C [5,23]. The greater the angle between the vector
normal to the surface at a given point p and the tool’s orientation axis when sculpting the surface at p, the greater the height
of unwanted material left on the surface after sculpting and the lesser the quality of the final product.
The optimization criterion forMaxA involvesminimizing the sum of certain angular differences between various vectors.
There are several possiblemetrics that can beused tomeasure such angular differences. The selection of ametricmaydepend
on the technical details and requirements of a specific NC machine. For example, it may depend on the size and shape of
the sculpting tool or required characteristics of a finished product. Let v = (αv, βv) and w = (αw, βw) correspond to two
unit vectors v andw originating at (0, 0). The angular difference (distance) between v andw,M(v,w), can be defined, for
example, as:
M(v,w) = ∥(v,w)∥max = max {|αw − αv|, |βw − βv|} (the maximummetric) (1)
or
M(v,w) = ∥(v,w)∥1 = |αw − αv| + |βw − βv| (the L1 metric) (2)
or
M(v,w) = | arccos(v ·w)| (the absolute value of the angle between v andw) (3)
where ‘‘·’’ is the scalar product of two vectors and arccos(v ·w) ∈ [−π/2, π/2].
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Fig. 2. (a) The accessibility rectangle Ri for a contact point ci with accessible (shaded) and forbidden (clear) orientations of the visibility map A(ci). (b) A
‘‘stack’’ of the Ri ’s for all contact points ci , i = 1, . . . , n. (c) A graph G with an added supernode s. (d) The square of all possible angle directions at cj for a
given direction at cj−1 .
The MaxA toolpath problem is defined as follows.
Maximum Accuracy (MaxA) Toolpath Problem. Let M(vi, pi) denote the angular difference between the tool’s orientation vi
at ci and the unit vector pi normal to F at ci. Compute a feasible toolpath T = (v∗1 , . . . , v∗n ) under the maximum accuracy
criterion:
(v∗1 , . . . , v
∗










i=1 M(vi, pi) is minimized over all feasible sequences of vi’s.) If a single optimal toolpath does not exist, then determine the
minimum number of optimal toolpaths whose union covers C.
The FT and MaxA problems can be modeled by a layered, directed acyclic graph capturing the accessibility and angular
change constraints. For the FT problem, the graph is unweighted; for MaxA, the graph has vertex weights corresponding
to the optimization criterion of the problem. The solutions to the problems correspond to certain paths in the graphs: an
accessibility path for FT and shortest paths for MaxA. However, the problems can be solved more efficiently, both in the
running time and memory usage, by using a geometric equivalent of the graph model.
2.3. Geometric and graph models
Our graph capturing the considered constraints is quite intuitive. Each contact point ci of C has its visibility map A(ci),
and every visibility map defines one layer of vertices in the graph such that a vertex vi represents a feasible direction
of sculpting the point ci. If the angular change between the orientation corresponding to vj−1 for the point cj−1 and the
orientation corresponding to vj for the point cj obeys the angular change constraint, then (vj−1, vj) is a directed edge of the
graph. Clearly, a feasible toolpath corresponds to a path from a vertex on the layer for c1 to a vertex on the layer for cn. Even
though very intuitive, this graph model does not lend itself to the most efficient solutions for the FT and MaxA problems.
Instead we will use a geometric model that represents the graph structures and apply geometric methods.
Geometric model
A point v0 ∈ S2 is uniquely represented by a pair of angles (α0, β0), with α0 ∈ [0, π] and β0 ∈ [0, 2π ]. Hence a
visibility map A(ci) lies on a [0, π] × [0, 2π ] rectangle in the (α, β)-plane. Since we represent the visibility maps as
discrete sets of points, the angle ranges [0, π] and [0, 2π ] are divided into, say, m and 2m angle directions, respectively
(the granularity of such divisions may depend on the specific discrete representation of F and the physical precision of a
particular NC machine). Hence, geometrically, each A(ci) lies on an m × 2m rectangular grid Ri consisting of 2m2 cells rkli ,
where k = 1, . . . ,m and l = 1, . . . , 2m. Each cell rkli ∈ Ri corresponds to a pair of angles (αki , β li ) and represents either
an ‘‘accessible’’ direction of the tool at ci (when vkli = (αki , β li ) ∈ A(ci)), or is ‘‘forbidden’’ due to possible collision (when
vkli = (αki , β li ) /∈ A(ci)). Let Ai be the set of cells of Ri representing the accessible directions ofA(ci) and A¯i be the set of cells
of Ri representing the forbidden directions. Clearly, Ri = Ai ∪ A¯i and Ai ∩ A¯i = ∅ (Ai and A¯i form a partition of Ri). Fig. 2(a)
shows an accessibility rectangle for a contact point with the accessible (shaded) and forbidden (clear) cells. The sequence of
accessibility rectangles, R = {R1, . . . , Rn}, for the contact points on C forms a ‘‘stack’’ of rectangles (or layers), as in Fig. 2(b).
Thus, the accessibility constraint for feasible toolpaths is specified by A = {A1, . . . , An}, where Ai ⊆ Ri is the set of all
accessible directions for sculpting F at the point ci.
The angular change constraint is reflected in the following relation between any two consecutive rectangles Rj−1 and Rj.
Definition 3. Let S: Rj−1 → Rj be a relation such that if r = (αr , βr) ∈ Rj−1, then
S(r) = {q = (αq, βq) : q ∈ Rj, and |αq − αr | ≤ θ, and |βq − βr | ≤ θ}.
The set S(r) is called the square of successors of r (or simply, the square of r), and r is called the center point of S(r).
The set S(r) forms a square of cells on Rj (e.g., see Fig. 2(d)); it specifies all directions for sculpting F at cj that can be
selected without violating the angular change constraint given that the orientation of the tool at cj−1 corresponds to r .
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Graph model
The stack of 2-D layers R = {R1, . . . , Rn} forms a 3-D grid for embedding a graph G = (V , E): the set A = {A1, . . . , An}
defines the vertices in V , and the relation S defines the edges in E.
The vertex-set V of G captures the accessibility constraint. Each cell rj ∈ Aj, j = 1, . . . , n, corresponds to a vertex vj in
V . In particular, the set of all vertices for the cells in Aj ⊆ Rj defines a layer of vertices Vj. Then V = ni=1 Vi. Shaded cells in
Fig. 2(b) are vertices in V and are naturally divided into layers V1, . . . , Vn. The edge-set E of G captures the angular change
constraint. Each edge represents a permissible change in the tool’s direction between consecutive contact points. Edges are
defined only between vertices on consecutive layers Vj−1 and Vj. Thus, (vr , vq) ∈ E if and only if vr ∈ Vj−1 corresponds to a
cell r ∈ Aj−1, vq ∈ Vj corresponds to a cell q ∈ Aj, and q ∈ S(r). The set of edges between Vj−1 and Vj is denoted by Ej. Then
E =nj=2 Ej.
Hence, G is a layered directed acyclic (3-D grid) graph, with |V | = O(nm2) vertices and, in the worst case, |E| = O(nm4)
edges, where n is the number of points on the contact curve C and the visibility map for each contact point ci ∈ C has
ki = O(m2) possible (discrete) tool orientations.
To extend the graph model to the MaxA problem, we additionally assign weights to the vertices of G. For a vertex vj,
w(vj) = M(vj, nj) is the measure of the angle difference between the tool orientation vj at the point cj and the vector nj
normal to F at cj. The weightw(vj) can be defined using any of the Eqs. (1) and (2), or (3).
Since a feasible toolpath is a sequence of feasible orientations, one for each ci, satisfying the angular change constraint,
it corresponds to a path in (the unweighted) G from a vertex on V1 to a vertex on Vn. A feasible toolpath that additionally
satisfies the maximum accuracy requirement corresponds to a shortest path between a vertex on V1 and a vertex on Vn in
the respective weighted graph.
3. The feasible toolpath problem
A feasible toolpath T corresponds to a path connecting layers V1 and Vn in the unweighted graph G = (V , E) as defined
in Section 2. We add to G a supernode s and directed, unweighted edges from s to all vertices on V1, and, in this new graph,
find a path from s to a vertex on Vn. A standard method would take, in the worst case, O(|V | + |E|) = O(nm4) time. We
significantly reduce this time bound by using the geometric model instead of the graph model. We use an efficient discrete
sweeping method that exploits the geometric structures of G. Our algorithm takes O(nm+ K + L) time, where K and L are
input parameters, which are O(nm2) in the worst case. Even in the worst case when K , L = O(nm2), our algorithm takes
O(nm2) = O(|V |) time.
3.1. The feasible toolpath algorithm (FTA)
For now we assume that a single feasible toolpath T exists. If this is not the case, then we show in Section 3.3 how to
find the minimum number of toolpaths whose union covers C.
Our idea for finding T is similar to that of growing a ‘‘breadth-first search’’ tree in G rooted at the supernode s: for each
layer Rj, we determine the set of cells in Rj reachable from s, called the feasible set of Rj and denoted by Uj. Clearly, U1 = A1.
T exists if Un ≠ ∅ for the last layer Rn.
By Definition 3, for any cell r ∈ Rj−1, the relation S defines the square of successors (cells), S(r) ⊆ Rj, of r . We extend
this concept to any subset W of Rj−1. For a subset W ⊆ Rj−1, let S(W ) = r∈W S(r) = {q ∈ Rj : q ∈ S(r), r ∈ W }.
For r ∈ Rj−1 and W ⊆ Rj−1, let E(r) = {q ∈ Rj : q ∈ S(r) ∩ Aj} = S(r) ∩ Aj be the permissible image of r , and
E(W ) = {q ∈ Rj : q ∈ Aj ∩ S(r), r ∈ W } = S(W ) ∩ Aj be the permissible image ofW .
The cells in E(r) and E(W ) satisfy both the accessibility and angular change constraints as the tool goes from cj−1 to cj.
Clearly, Uj ⊆ E(Aj−1). The next lemma shows how to produce the Uj’s.
Lemma 1. Given a sequence of accessibility maps, A = {A1, . . . , An}, for R = {R1, . . . , Rn},
Uj =

A1 for j = 1,
E(Uj−1) for j = 2, . . . , n. (5)
Proof. An induction on j easily shows that relation (5) specifies a permissible set for each Rj. 
By Lemma 1, we successively compute each of U1,U2, . . . ,Un. If Un ≠ ∅, then T = (r∗1 , . . . , r∗n ) can be obtained easily
by using standard path reporting techniques.
Thus, the key task for our feasible toolpath algorithm (FTA) is: Given Uj−1, compute Uj efficiently, for each j = 2, . . . , n.
This task is handled by the feasible set procedure (F-SET).
3.2. The feasible set procedure (F-SET)
Given Uj−1, the procedure F-SET computes the feasible set Uj. By Lemma 1, Thus, Uj is the intersection of the union of
squares for all the cells in Uj−1 and the set Aj (e.g., see Fig. 3(d)).
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Fig. 3. (a) The six points in Uj−1 are labeled according to the lexicographical order; the thick vertical segment is the initial visibility edge. (b) The first three
squares were added and the boundary edge (thick vertical segments) updated. The arrows show the depth of examining rows of S(4). (c) Square S(6) is
examined; only some of its rows are visited. (d) The diagonal band is Aj; the shaded polygonal areas within the union of squares inside Aj form Uj .
Determining Uj is related to the two-dimensional Klee’s measure problem [1,3,22], which computes the area of the union
of a set of axis-aligned rectangles on the plane. Bentley [3] solved this problem in optimal O(N logN) time for N rectangles,
based on a plane sweeping approach using a segment tree. There are some differences between Klee’s measure problem
in 2-D and our problem. A main difference is that instead of computing the area of the union, we need to find the union
itself. Furthermore, the cells in the union S(Uj−1) that are not in Aj must be excluded from S(Uj−1) to yield the set Uj. Also,
our problem is on a discrete domain (a 2-D grid), and our rectangles are all squares of the same size. Therefore, we apply a
different plane sweeping method than [3].
The goal of our sweeping is to constructUj in time proportional to its size. To findUj we add to the union, one-by-one, each
square S(r), for r ∈ Uj−1, examine (sweep) its cells, and add to Uj only those cells that belong to Aj. To accomplish efficiency,
during the sweep, we avoid repeated visits to cells that were already visited. This is crucial since the overlap between the
squares of the union may be significant. We avoid repeated examination of cells by careful selection of the sweeping order
and the fact that all S(r)’s are squares of the same size. The sweeping order includes both the order in which we visit each
square and the order in which we visit the cells within each square. We also keep track of the rightmost boundary of the
current union by maintaining a boundary curve.
We first sort the cells in Uj−1 according to the lexicographical order (left-to-right, then top-to-bottom) based on their
coordinates:
r1 = (α1, β1) < r2 = (α2, β2) iff α1 < α2 or (α1 = α2 and β1 < β2). (6)
The relation (6) defines a total order on the discrete (α, β)-plane. In Fig. 3(a), the six points belong toUj−1 and are numbered
according to the lexicographical order. Let p1, p2, . . . , pkj−1 be a list of cells of Uj−1 in the sorted order. Using this order, we
successively add the squares S(p1), S(p2), . . . , S(pkj−1) to the union S(Uj−1). When a square S(pi) is added, we visit its cells
row by row, starting from the bottom row. Rows are visited from right to left. If a cell qih ∈ S(pi) belongs to Aj, it is added
to Uj (which can be stored in an array Uj[1 . . . kj]). To avoid repeated examinations of the same cells, we use a boundary
array, Ba[1 . . .m], that maintains the rightmost boundary curve of the swept area of Rj; Ba holds the (α, β) position (row
and column) of the boundary curve such that Ba[α] = β . When a new square S(p) is added to the union and its cells are
examined, the boundary array is updated by modifying the values for the rows containing the square: if the rightmost cell
of S(p) in row α0 lies in column β0, then Ba[α0] = β0. Due to the order in which we add the squares, whenmore squares are
added, no cell to the left of the boundary curve will have to be examined. Initially, the boundary array holds a value ‘‘−1’’
for each row, indicating that no cell of Rj was yet swept. In Fig. 3(b) the thick vertical segments mark the position of the
boundary curve after examining squares 1, 2, and 3 and in Fig. 3(c) the boundary curve is changed after processing squares
4 and 5.
When a square is added, it is either disjoint from the current union, or there is an overlap between the two sets. If it is
disjoint, all its cells are examined. Otherwise, we use the boundary array to limit the sweep to only the unexamined cells.We
stop examining cells of a rowwhenever we encounter a cell that belongs to the boundary curve (see Fig. 3(b)). Furthermore,
if the cell on the boundary curve is the first cell of a row, we stop examining that square altogether. In Fig. 3(c), examining
of S(6) ends as soon as we reach a row with its first cell, r , lying on the boundary curve.
Lemma 2. Suppose a square S(pi) is added to the union S(Uj−1) according to the lexicographical order and its cells are examined
row-by-row, right-to-left, starting with the bottom row. If a cell q of a row of S(pi) lies on a boundary curve, then
1. If q is not the first cell of a row of S(pi), then no more cells of that row need to be examined.
2. If q is the first cell of a row of S(pi), then no more cells of S(pi) need to be examined.
Proof. It is enough to consider the possible locations of S(pi)with respect to a single already added square, S(ph), h < i and
only in the case when the two squares intersect. Suppose pi = (αi, βi) and ph = (αh, βh).
If αh < αi, then also αh + θ < αh + θ , i.e., the right edge of S(ph) is to the left of the right edge of S(pi). Suppose
q = (αq, βq) ∈ S(ph) ∩ S(pi), then (α, βq) ∈ S(ph) ∩ S(pi) for all αi − θ ≤ α ≤ αq (since the squares have the same width
2θ + 1). Thus, if q = (αq, βq) belongs to the boundary curve, no cell to the left of it needs to examined. (See Fig. 3(b).)
If αh = αi and βh < βi, then the α-coordinate of the right edge of both squares is the same, αh + θ = αi + θ . Suppose
q = (αq, βq) ∈ S(ph) ∩ S(pi), then (αq, β) ∈ S(ph) ∩ S(pi) for all βi + θ ≤ β ≤ βq (since the squares have the same height
2θ + 1). Thus, if q = (αq, βq) belongs to the boundary curve, no more cells of S(pi) need to be examined. (See Fig. 3(c).) 
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The F-SET procedure also reports a parent set, Pj, where par(q) ∈ Pj is a parent cell for a cell q ∈ Uj. Parent cells are used by
FTA to report T (using a standard path reporting technique). The parent for q ∈ Uj can be a center point pi of any square S(pi)
containing q. For example, in Fig. 3(d), parent cells are assigned according to the numbers within the sets of the partition of
Uj, i.e., the first square containing the cell.
3.3. Computing the minimum number of feasible toolpaths
If a single toolpath T covering C does not exist, i.e., Uj = ∅ for some j ≤ n, we want to find the minimum number of
feasible toolpaths, T1, . . . , Tl, whose union T = T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tl covers C.
Let Ui,j be a feasible set for Rj computed for the sequence of contact points Ci,j = (ci, . . . , cj) ⊆ C and Ti,j a feasible
toolpath covering Ci,j. We introduce the following definition:
Definition 4. Let I = (i0 = 1, i1, i2, . . . , il−1, il = n) be a sequence of indices such that ij ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ij−1 < ij for all
j = 1, . . . , l. Then I is called a path building sequence if the sets U1,i1 ,Ui1+1,i2 , . . . ,Uih−1+1,ih , . . . ,Uil−1+1,n are not empty.
If Uih−1+1,ih ≠ ∅, then, using the feasible toolpath algorithm, we can find a feasible toolpath Th = Tih−1+1,ih covering
the sequence of contact points (cih−1+1, cih−1+2, . . . , cih) ⊆ C. Thus to find the minimum number of toolpaths whose union
covers C, we have to find a path building sequence of minimum size.
To find a minimum size path building sequence, we use a greedy method. We run the feasible toolpath algorithm until
Uj = ∅, for some1 < j ≤ n and constructT1 = Ti0,i1 .We repeat the procedure, startingwith Rj as the first layer, until another
empty feasible set is encountered or Rn is reached. The union thus computed partial feasible toolpaths, T = T1, . . . , Tl, is
a ‘‘piece-wise’’ feasible toolpath covering C. If the size of the path building sequence is l, then the sculpting of F along C
using T will require l− 1 repositionings of the tool for the different segments of the toolpath.
Lemma 3. The greedy method produces a minimum size path building sequence Imin = (i0, i2, . . . , il) for the FT problem.
Proof. By the method in which the greedy algorithm computes Imin, Imin is a path building sequence. We need to show that
Imin is the smallest possible. Assume, by contradiction, that J = (j0, j1, . . . , jl1) is a shorter path building sequence (l1 < l).
Then there must exist an index h, such that ih < jh (e.g., l1 is one such index). Let h be the first such index, i.e., jk ≤ ik for
all k < h but ih < jh. Therefore we have jh−1 + 1 ≤ ih−1 + 1 ≤ ih < ih + 1 ≤ jh. According to the computation of Imin by
the greedy algorithm, Uih−1+1,ih+1 = ∅. This means that a single toolpath for (cih−1+1, . . . , cih+1) does not exists. But, by the
definition of a path building sequence, we must have Ujh−1+1,jh ≠ ∅. This implies that a single toolpath for (cjh−1+1, . . . , cjh)
does exist. However, this is impossible, since, (cih−1+1, . . . , cih+1) is a subsequence of (cjh−1+1, . . . , cjh). 
3.4. Time complexity of the feasible toolpath algorithm
Let |Uj−1| = kj−1 and |S(Uj−1)| = lj. Using a bucket sort, the cells in Uj−1 can be sorted in O(m+kj−1) time. Since each cell
of S(Uj−1) is examined exactly one time, and each such check can be done in O(1) time, we need O(lj) time to examine the
cells in S(Uj−1). Thus, the computation of Uj given Uj−1 done by the F-SET procedure takes O(m+ kj−1 + lj) time. To find Un,
the feasible toolpath algorithm uses F-SET procedure n − 1 times to compute each of the sets U2,U3, . . . ,Un. Thus finding
Un takes O(m+ k1 + l2)+ O(m+ k2 + l3)+ · · ·O(m+ kn−1 + ln) = O(nm+ K + L) time, where K = k1 + · · · + kn−1 and
L = l2+· · ·+ ln. Finally, using the parent cells, T = (r∗1 , r∗2 , . . . , r∗n ) can be reported in O(n) time. Hence, the computation of
a feasible toolpath, if one exists, takes O(nm+ K + L) time. If a single feasible toolpath does not exists, the feasible toolpath
algorithm is run l times, but the total size of the input is the same as for a single run when a single feasible toolpath exists.
Since the greedy algorithm does nomore computation that the feasible toolpath algorithm in the casewhen a single feasible
toolpath exists, it also takes O(nm+ K + L) time. We summarize the results in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a contact curve C = (c1, . . . , cn) and the accessibility sets A = {A1, . . . , An}, where Ai ∈ A, Ai ≠ ∅,
corresponds to a visibility map for ci ∈ C, |Ai| = ki = O(m2), the feasible toolpath problem can be solved in O(nm+ K + L) time,
where K , L = O(nm2) in the worst case.
Even in the worst case, when K , L = O(nm2) and the algorithm for the feasible toolpath problem requires O(nm2) time,
we have a significant improvement over the O(nm4)-time shortest path computation on the graph G.
4. The maximum accuracy toolpath problem
A solution to MaxA is a feasible toolpath T such that the sum of the differences between the tool’s orientation at each
contact point ci on C and the vector normal to F at ci is minimized. It is equivalent to a minimum total weight path
connecting layers V1 and Vn on the directed, weighted graph G = (V , E) with non-negative vertex weights defined using
expressions (1) and (2), or (3). Using a standard shortest path algorithm, MaxA can be solved in O(|E|+ |V |) = O(nm4) time.
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To achieve a better performance we modify the feasible toolpath algorithm presented in the previous section and give an
O(nm+ K + L) time algorithm, where K , L = O(nm2) in the worst case. As before, we first show how to solve the problem
when a single feasible toolpath exists (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), and then, how to find the minimum number of toolpaths if a
single toolpath does not exists (Section 4.3).
4.1. The maximum accuracy feasible toolpath algorithm (MaxA-FTA)
A solution to MaxA is a feasible toolpath Tˇ that also satisfies the maximum accuracy constraint (4). To include this
constraint in the computation of Tˇ , to each cell r ∈ Ai we assign a ‘‘weight’’ w(r), where w(r) = M(vr , pi) is the angular
difference between the tool’s orientation vr at ci corresponding to the cell r and a unit vector pi normal to F at ci. Then, a




i ), the total weight of Tˇ , is minimized over
all selections of r∗i ’s. We will call such a toolpath aminimum weight feasible toolpath for C. In general, Tˇj = (r∗1 , . . . , r∗j )will
denote a minimumweight feasible toolpath for Cj = (c1, . . . , cj) ⊆ C and Tˇj(r) = (r∗1 , . . . , r∗j−1, r)will denote a minimum
weight feasible toolpath for Cj that culminates at the cell r ∈ Uj.
To solve MaxA, we modify the FTA algorithm presented in the previous section. The main modification is the selection
of ‘‘parent’’ cells (done by F-SET) that are used for reporting the final toolpath. To solve MaxA, a parent cell, p = parb(q), for
q ∈ Uj is selected to be such that w(Tˇj−1(p)) is the smallest among all the parents of q (in a graph context, such a parent
cell corresponds to a predecessor vertex with a shortest path from the source). A straight forward way to find parb(q) is to
examine all cells of every square added to the union of squares. Then, each time a cell q ∈ Uj is examined (by adding S(p)
such that q ∈ S(p)), q’s parent cell can be updated if needed (as in standard shortest path algorithm). Since, in the worst
case, q may belong to O(kj−1) squares, each cell in Uj could be examined up to O(kj−1) times, instead of just one time as in
F-SET, thus significantly increasing the time bound of the new algorithm. Alternatively, parb(q) for q ∈ Uj could be selected
from among all q’s ‘‘predecessor’’ cells ph in Uj−1 (ph ∈ Uj−1 such that q ∈ S(ph)) by comparing the values w(Tˇj−1(ph)) and
selecting the smallest one. Since the number of such predecessor cells can be as large as O(kj−1), such a search could take as
much as O(kj−1) time, again significantly increasing the overall complexity of the algorithm. Our approach is different. To
find parb(q)we use a special case of a two-dimensional range minimum query (RMQ) and find parb(q) in O(1) time. We are
able, therefore, to match the running time of MaxA-FTA (weighted graph case) with that of FTA (unweighted graph case).
The new, modified, F-SET procedure, called MaxA-F-SET, is given next.
4.2. The MaxA feasible set procedure (MaxA-F-SET)
The MaxA-F-SET procedure calculates the feasible set Uj = {q1, . . . , qkj}, the parent set Pj = {parb(q1), . . . , parb(qkj)},
and the set of weights of the minimum weight feasible sequences for all cells in Uj, Wj = {w(Tˇj(q1)), . . . , w(Tˇj(qkj))}.
Computation of Uj can be done in exactly the same way as previously by F-SET. Computation of Wj is easy if Uj and Pj are
already computed and Wj−1 is given: w(Tˇj(qi)) = w(qi) + w(Tˇj−1(parb(qi))). The main challenge is efficient computation
of Pj.
MaxA-F-SET calculates parb(qj) in O(1) time by using a special case of a two-dimensional range minimum query (RMQ).
The RMQ problem has been, and is still, studied extensively (see [14,28] and references therein). The objective of RMQ is
to pre-process an array of values in such a way that finding the minimum value in any contiguous subarray can be done
very efficiently, ideally in a constant time. The algorithms with linear time (in terms of the input size) pre-processing and
constant time query were given by Gabow et al. [14] for the case when the array is one-dimensional, and, very recently, by
Yuan and Atallah [28] for the casewhen the array is d-dimensional, with a fixed d > 1. The Yuan and Atallah’s algorithm [28]
could be used in our solution. However, their algorithm is quite involved and uses specialized data structures. We show a
much simpler method that could also be easily implemented. Our method is much simpler since, unlike in the general RMQ,
our query range has always the same size; it is the size of the square of predecessors determined by the angular change limit
θ . We call this version of RMQ, a fixed rectangle query (FRQ). Our idea, as in most RMQ solutions, is to preprocess the array
Uj−1 so that any parb(·) query can completed in O(1) time.We first give a general description of handling a two-dimensional
fixed rectangle query and then describe how to apply it to our problem.
The fixed rectangle query (FRQ)
We begin with a one-dimensional fixed rectangle query problem (1D-FRQ). Let B[1 . . .m] be an array ofm real numbers,
M a given positive integer (the fixed ‘‘size of a query’’), and Bmin[1 . . .m] the desired array, where Bmin[i] holds the smallest
element in B within the M-subarray of B centered at i. To find Bmin we use a simple version of 1D-FRQ given by Chen et al.
[7,8]. Their method first partitions B into N =  m2M+1 M-subarrays, such that the middle cell is located at centered at
(2k+1)M+ (k+1), for k = 0, . . . ,N−1, and computes the left- and right-minimum prefix of each (pre-processing stage).
Since anyM-subarray of B spans either one or two of the subarrays in the partition, a straight forward dynamic programming
can be used to find each minimum Bmin[i] for i = 1, . . . ,m (m FRQ queries). Chen et al. [7,8] show that given B of sizem and
a fixedM , Bmin can be computed in O(m) time.
To solve the two-dimensional fixed rectangle query, 2D-FRQ, we use the 1D-FRQ repeatedly. Let C[1 . . .m, 1 . . .m] be a
2D array of m2 real numbers, M a given positive integer, and Cmin[1 . . .m, 1 . . .m] the desired array, where Cmin[i, j] holds
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the smallest element in C within the M-subarray of C centered at (i, j). The construction of Cmin consists of two stages. In
the first stage, we apply 1D-FRQ to each row of C and construct an intermediate array C rmin = C rmin[1 . . .m, 1 . . .m]. A row
C rmin[i, ·] of C rmin is the array of minimums for the row C[i, ·], for i = 1, . . . ,m of C . In the second stage, we apply 1D-FRQ
to each column of C rmin to construct the final array Cmin. By construction, Cmin is the desired 2D array containing the correct
results of the fixed rectangle queries on C .
Since each 1D-FRQ takes O(m) time, the computation of C rmin from C takes O(m
2) time and the computation of Cmin from
C rmin takes also O(m
2) time. Thus, overall, the computation of Cmin given C takes O(m2) time, i.e., Cmin is constructed in time
linear with respect to the size of C .
The fixed rectangle query (FRQ) applied to MaxA-F-SET
Assume thatWj−1 is stored in a 2-D arrayWj−1[1 . . .m, 1 . . . 2m] such that:
Wj−1[i1, i2] =

w(Tˇj−1(p)) if p = (αi1 , βi2) ∈ Uj−1,
∞ otherwise.
Let S−1(q) ⊆ Rj−1 be the square of predecessors of q ∈ Rj defined as: if q = (αq, βq) ∈ Rj, then
S−1(q) = {r = (αr , βr) ∈ Rj−1 : |αq − αr | ≤ θ and |βq − βr | ≤ θ}.
Notice that, similarly to the square of successors forming a square of cells on Rj, the square of predecessors forms a square
of cells on Rj−1. Notice also, that a parent of a cell q ∈ Uj must belong to S−1(q) ∩ Uj−1. More formally, if q ∈ Uj, then
parb(q) ∈ {p ∈ S−1(q) ∩ Uj−1 : ∀r ∈ S−1(q) ∩ Uj−1 w(Tˇj−1(p)) ≤ w(Tˇj−1(r))}.
Hence, if q = (αj1 , βj2) ∈ Uj, then finding parb(q) corresponds to a fixed rectangle query on anM-subarray ofWj−1 centered
at (αj1 , βj2)with a fixedM = θ . When the 2D-FRQ algorithm is applied toWj−1, the set of the non-infinite entries inWmin at
the positions corresponding to the cells inUj is the needed parent set Pj, i.e., if q = (αj1 , βj2) ∈ Uj, then parb(q) = Wmin[i1, i2].
Recall that the time needed for the computation ofWmin using the 2D-FRQ algorithm is linear with respect to the size of
the input array, i.e., since |Wj−1| = 2m2, findingWmin takes O(m2) time. Wemay lower the time to O(|Uj−1|) by considering
only the non-∞ entries ofWj−1. This can be accomplished by appropriate sorting ofWj−1 (first according to rows and then
according to the position within a row) and thus usingWj−1 only implicitly. Then, if kj−1 = o(m2) the computation of Pj may
be significantly reduced over the O(m2) time. If |Uj| = O(|Uj − 1|), this corresponds to O(1) time to find parb(q) for each
q ∈ Uj.
4.3. Computing the minimum number of maximum accuracy feasible toolpaths
The greedymethod used for finding theminimumnumber of feasible toolpaths coveringC for FT presented in Section 3.3
may not produce a set of toolpaths whose sum of weights is minimized (as required by MaxA). For example, if the greedy
method results in two feasible sequences Tˇ1,j−1 covering C1,j−1 and Tˇj,n covering Cj,n, the sum of their total weights
w(Tˇ1,j−1) + w(Tˇj,n) may be larger that the sum w(Tˇ1,i−1) + w(Tˇi,n) for a different pair of feasible toolpaths Tˇ1,i−1 and
Tˇi,n, where i ≠ j. That is, greedily making each subsequence as long as possible may not result in a small total weight of
the union of the subsequences. We can still use the greedy method to find the minimum number l of toolpaths required to
cover C, but the computation of the actual set of l toolpaths must be done differently; wemust choose those toolpaths from
among O(n2) possible toolpaths between any two layers Ri, Rj, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Let Tˇi,j = (r∗i , . . . , r∗j ) be a minimumweight feasible toolpath for the subsequence of contact points Ci,j = (ci, . . . , cj) ⊆
C and w(Tˇi,j) = jk=iw(r∗k ) be its total weight. To find the minimum number of maximum accuracy feasible toolpaths
whose union covers C, we must solve the followingminimum-link minimum weight toolpath problem.
Minimum-link minimumweight toolpath (MLMT). Given a set of accessibility maps A = {A1, . . . , An} for the set of
accessibility rectangles R = {R1, . . . , Rn}, find a path building sequence I = (i0 = 1, i1, . . . , il−1, il = n) and the corresponding
sequence of minimum weight feasible toolpaths Tˇ1 = Tˇ1,i1 , Tˇ2 = Tˇi1+1,i2 , . . . , Tˇl = Tˇil−1+1,n, such that:
1. The cardinality of I, l, is minimized.
2. Tˇ = Tˇ1 ∪ Tˇ2 ∪ · · · ∪ Tˇl has a minimum total weightw(Tˇ ) =lk=1w(Tˇk).
We will call Tˇ , an l-link minimum weight sequence for R. Finding l is easy: we apply the greedy method used for the FT
problem (see Section 3.3). But the set Tˇ1, Tˇ2, . . . , Tˇl must be selected from among all possible toolpaths Tˇi,j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
To find each Tˇi,j and its weight w(Tˇi,j), we use MaxA-FTA for each pair of rectangles Ri and Rj (i.e., for a subsequence
Ci,j ∈ C), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. If for some pair (i, j), i < j, a single feasible toolpath Tˇi,j does not exists (in particular, we
assume that Tˇ1,n does not exist), we set Tˇi,j = ∅ and w(Tˇi,j) = ∞. Since |C| = n, we obtain up to O(n2) toolpaths. Let
S = {Tˇi,j}1≤i<j≤n, be the set of all the feasible toolpaths for all the subsequences Ci,j, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Since to compute
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the set S we use n − 1 instances of the MaxA-FTA, one for each R1, R2, . . . , Rn−1 as the first layer, S can be computed in
O(n2m+ n(K + L)) time. Given S, we want to find a subset Sl = {Tˇ1,i1 , Tˇi1+1,i2 , . . . , Tˇil−1+1,n} ⊆ S of cardinality l, satisfying
condition 2 of MLMT.
One way to find Sl, is to treat the toolpaths in S as weighted ‘‘segments’’ (with rectangles Ri and Rj as the ‘‘endpoints’’),
and construct a weighted interval graph [16,13,20] GS = (VS, ES), such that, for each toolpath Tˇi,j there is a vertex vˇi,j ∈ VS
and vertices vˇi1,j1 and vˇi2,j2 are connected by a directed edge (vˇi1,j1 , vˇi2,j2) if i2 = j1 + 1. Then, Sl is an l-link shortest path on
GS . Since GS has O(n2) vertices and O(n3) edges (a vertex, vˇi1,j1 , can have up to O(n) outgoing vertices connecting it to the
n− (j1+ 1) toolpaths that start at layer j1+ 1), we can find Sl, as an l-link shortest path on GS , in O(ln3) time. Together with
building S and GS , this approach results in O(ln3 + n2m + n(K + L)) time algorithm. However, we take a different, faster
approach to find Sl. Our idea for finding Sl is to use dynamic programming.
Let Tˇ gj denote a g-link minimum weight toolpath for C1,j, i.e., Tˇ
g
j is a union of g feasible toolpaths covering C1,j. Using this
notation, Tˇ = Tˇ ln . We construct a dynamic programming table H , such that H[h, j] holds the weight of an h-link minimum
weight toolpath for C1,j, w(Tˇ hj ), if Tˇ
h
j exists, or∞, if Tˇ hj does not exist. Clearly H is a two-dimensional l × (n − 1) array
since h = 1, . . . , l and j = 2, . . . , n. The entries in the first row of H are the weights of 1-link toolpaths for C1,2, . . . , C1,n,
and the entry H[l, n] is the weight of the needed l-link minimum weight toolpath Tˇ = Tˇ ln . Once we find the entry H[l, n],
we obtain a solution to MLMT. An entry H[g, j] for g > 1, can be calculated quite efficiently knowing the entries H[g − 1, i]
for 2 ≤ i < j based on the following observation:
Lemma 4. If Tˇ gj = Tˇ ∗ ∪ Tˇi,j, 1 < i < j ≤ n, is a g-link minimum weight toolpath from R1 to Rj, then Tˇ ∗ is a (g − 1)-link
minimum weight toolpath from R1 to Ri−1 (Tˇ ∗ = Tˇ g−1i−1 ).
Proof. Suppose Tˇ ∗ ≠ Tˇ g−1i−1 , i.e., w(Tˇ ∗) > w(Tˇ g−1i−1 ). But then, if Pˇgj = Tˇ g−1i−1 ∪ Tˇi,j, we have w(Pˇgj ) < w(Tˇ gj ), a
contradiction. 
Based on Lemma 4, for j = 2, . . . , n and 1 ≤ g ≤ l, we have:
H[g, j] =

w(Tˇ1,j) for g = 1, j = 2, . . . , n
min2≤i<j{H[g − 1, i− 1] + w(Tˇi,j)} for 2 < g ≤ l, i < j. (7)
To obtainH[l, n], we use (7) to fill the entries of arrayH . Tomake sure that before computingH[g, j], the entries in row g−1
in the columns preceding j are all available, we fill the entries of H by starting with the first row (and proceed left-to-right)
or the first column (and proceed top-to-bottom).
4.4. Time complexity of the maximum accuracy feasible toolpath algorithm
The time complexity of our algorithm for solving the maximum accuracy feasible toolpath problem depends on whether
a single maximum accuracy toolpath exists or not.
First assume that a single maximum accuracy feasible toolpath covering C exists. Let |Uj| = kj and |S(Uj−1)| = lj for
1 ≤ j ≤ n. The computation of Uj given Uj−1 is the same as in the F-SET procedure, hence, takes O(m + kj−1 + lj) time.
Given Uj and Pj, the computation of Wj takes O(1) time per element of Uj, i.e., we need O(kj) time to find Wj. As discussed
previously, the computation of Pj takes O(kj−1) time. Thus, a single instance of MaxA-F-SET takes O(m+ kj−1+ kj+ lj) time.
Since MaxA-FTA must use Max-F-SET n − 1 times, it follows, that in the case when a single feasible toolpath exists, MaxA
can be solved in O(nm+ K + L) time, where K = k1 + · · · + kn−1 and L = l2 + · · · + ln.
If a single toolpath does not exist, the toolpaths Tˇi,j can be computed using n−1 instances of the MaxA-FTA, one for each
R1, R2, . . . , Rn−1 as the first layer. Thus S can be computed in O(n2m + n(K + L)) time. Computation of each entry in the
array H[1 . . . l, 2 . . . n] can take up to O(n) time, since it requires calculating up to O(n) values in O(1) time per calculation.
Hence, we need O(ln2) time to build H . Therefore, overall, we need O(ln2 + n2m + n(K + L)) time to find the minimum
number of toolpaths.
Our results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If a single feasible toolpath exists, the maximum accuracy toolpath problem can be solved in O(nm + K + L) time.
If a single feasible toolpath does not exist, the maximum accuracy toolpath problem can be solved in O(ln2 + n2m + n(K + L))
time. In the worst case, K , L = O(nm2).
5. Reducing memory
Since the contact curve C can contain thousands of contact points, each having its own visibility map, the memory
requirement could undermine the usability of any algorithm for computing a feasible toolpath. In particular, it might be
impossible to store all of the visibilitymaps for all of the contact points.Wang and Tang [25] describe some of the commonly
used programming techniques that can be employed to reduce the storage requirement. In our algorithms, an implicit
representation of the graph model for all the problems can be used. This is possible, since, given the visibility maps and
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the angular change constraint, when needed, any vertex or edge of G can be obtained in O(1) time. To further reduce the
space requirement,we can additionallymodify our algorithms by applying the space-savingmethods of Chen et al. [6,4]. This
additional modification is a small trade-off between the time and space requirement, but may be necessary for a practical
application.
The standard approach for finding an actual shortest path builds a single-source optimal path tree using O(|V |) space.
Chen et al. [4] developed a technique for a class of problems that reports a single actual optimal path without maintaining
any single-source optimal path tree, thus significantly reducing the space bound of those problems with no or little increase
in their running time. To find an actual shortest s-to-t path in G, the method first uses a standard algorithm for computing
single-source shortest paths from s, but, instead of storing the single-source tree SPT , only a chosen subset of the nodes of
SPT is stored in the clipped tree SPTclp. For example, to compute the shortest path from s to t in the graph G for the feasible
toolpath problem, SPTclp could store only the vertices on τ layers of G (for a chosen τ ≥ 3). Next, the ordered vertices
s = v1, v2, . . . , vτ = t of SPTclp that are on s-to-t path are identified and used to divide the problem into subproblems of
finding (τ−1) shortest vi-to-vi+1 paths, for i = 1, 2, . . . , τ−1. The actual vi-to-vi+1 paths are computed recursively. Clearly,
this method uses O(|SPTclp|) space to store the optimal path information. This is a (τ − 1)-way divide-and-conquer scheme
and since the number of recursion levels for finding s-to-t path is O((log n)/(log(τ − 1))) on the graph G, the running time
of this method is O(T (·)(log n)/(log(τ − 1))), where T (·) is the running time of a standard shortest path algorithm on G.
Since the feasible toolpaths for the problems considered in this paper correspond to shortest paths on their respective
graphs, the above space-saving technique can be applied to all the algorithms presented in this paper. The standard shortest
path algorithm can be easily replaced by the corresponding feasible toolpath algorithm.
6. Summary of results
In this paper we studied the feasible toolpath problem for the five-axis NC machine manufacturing. We developed new
methods for finding feasible toolpaths, i.e., sequences of feasible tool orientations at each point on the given sculpting path
C that allow sculpting of the surface without collision with the surface or with the machine and obey a given limit on the
angular changes in the orientations between consecutive points on C. We also showed how to find the minimum number
of toolpaths when a single feasible toolpath does not exist. We modeled the problem using a directed, layered graph G such
that a feasible toolpath corresponds to a certain path in G. We gave efficient methods for solving several path problems in
such graphs.
In particular, we provided an O(nk) time algorithm for finding a feasible toolpath, where n is the number of specified
contact points on the path C and k is the size of the visibility map for each contact point on C and an O(nk) time algorithm
for finding a maximum accuracy toolpath, if single such toolpath exists, and an O(ln2 + n2k) time algorithm for finding the
minimum number of toolpaths whose union covers C, where l is the minimum number of paths used, with 1 < l ≤ n, if a
single maximum accuracy toolpath does not exist.
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